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Analysis of the Effects of Economic Activity on Roma
Population in Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen County
l.preceding Events1:
The vast majority of the Roma who struggle with economic problems live in the
North Hungarian region. The status of the Northern industry is to be treated with
distinct attention, since it was the most heavily hit by the economic recession fol
lowing the regime change and this is where the proportion of the Roma is the
highest. It is not a simple task to introduce the present situation of Roma in
County Borsod-Abauj-Zempl6n (BAZ). it is also a complex task to describe the
reasons and the effects for it is described by researchers as a "vicious circle" of
"poverty -lack of education - unemployment - immobility - poverty".1 The quality
of life is fundamentally determined by the state of health and social situation. The
main components are: how the individuals live their social and economic status
and how they perceive themselves. It is greatly influenced by economic and
financial status since one of the value judgement of society is still measured to
whal extent the person is able to produce values for the society. Therefore the
quality of life is strongly influenced by the economic status of the family. All such
indicators have been included in the present analysis which have determining
impact on economic activily/inactivity (and by this on the quality of life).
The focus of the research has been determined multilateral^. On the one
hand indicators of economic activity and living circumstances of families has also
been examined as well as their relations to settlement types.3 On the other hand
there are the links between quality of life and participation in education, whether

’ First station of the research series conducted by Ihe Potilology Department ol Eszlerhdzy
Karoly College was examining Ihe situalion ol Roma communities in Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen County
in the region ol North Hungary.
! Keriesi. Gabor. A cighny (oglalkozlatas leepulese es szerkezeli atalakulasa 1984- 1994 kozolt
[The cutting down ol Gypsy employment and Ihe changes in its system], Kflzgazdasagi szemle
XLVIt vol. 5/ 2000.
’ Regional Improvement Council ol Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen County approved the catch-up-pro
gramme tor the Roma. Data gathering, concerning several spheres o l topics, was an imporlanl
stage ol thus process and was conducted by a professional public opinion research company:
Delphoi Consulling, Basis for data consisted ol a sample 1500 households which meant 6% repre
sentation rate ot the Roma population in Ihe county. Delphoi Consulling chose a two-stage, disproporlionai procedure as a method (or taking sample.
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it has any regional aspects and what effects does the emerging segregation
have in the examined settlements.'1At the beginning of the analysis it is presup
posed that economic activity is directly determined by education and by the type
and character of the place of living. It is also supposed that economic activity has
a strong impact on the schooling of the growing generation.
It. Variables and Coefficients - or the Vicious Circle of the Roma
Generally it is undisputed that the Roma population is one of the greatest losers of
the regime change since they were who became unemployed in great masses after
the change. Considerably significant proportion of Gypsy workers used to work in
such sectors where changing for market economy caused decrease in employment
to a mass extent. Factors that hinder employment: elementary level or lack of school
and professional education appear in their cases cumulatively. Difference in the
present labour market is troublesome in many ways, because employment rates did
not use lo show considerable difference between able Roma and non-Roma men
before Ihe regime change. Being familiar with these facls does not reduce the exist
ing prejudice. Because of their hopeless situation, many Roma families have to
make ends meet exclusively relying on social support that is perceived wilh animosily and prejudice by Ihe non-Roma population. Non-Romas frequently question the
rightfulness and reason of support provided for the Gypsy population.
Researches in Borsod County are supporlive that Ihe status of economy, espe
cially heavy and building industry has always had a direct impact on the fate and
employment of Gypsies living in the area.1 Extensive industrialisation of Ihe fifties
and sixties required and altracted masses of unskilled or semi-skilled workers into
the region among whom Gypsy employees arrived too. The social and economic
inlegration process of Ihe Gypsies in the seventies, Ihe shaping of their financial
and living circumstances raised hopes that Ihey can slabilise their status at the
lower level of labour class. This process was interrupted by the crisis of the indus
try of the region as well as the split up of Ihe major company structure and Ihe
drastic fallback of the production in heavy and building industry and agriculture.
Job opportunities were closed-down in the magnitude of several hundreds of
thousands, which affected most heavily and directly the unqualified uneducaled,
unskilled or semi-skilled workers, among them Gypsies, in Borsod. The long-lasling crisis of County BAZ's economy in the past years made the status of this layer
crilical from several aspecls. "Fate of the Gypsy populalion living in the county is
‘ During [he process of the research 1500 households were examined. When completing Ihe sec
ondary analysis ol data we used variables of economic activity and educational slatus irom the origi
nal data base.
' Representative survey 1971, 1993-94, 2003-2004.
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identical in many ways with the fate of the majority of Roma living in other parts
of the country while negative impacts, which they were exposed to, - because of
the state of the county - are more dramatic and tragic in many ways than those of
in the case of their fellow-sufferers living in other regions."'
The pivotal point of the research was to survey the recent economic status. In the
course of the analysis we found out that - with 1.5% lack of data - only 16% of the
informants had been employed. According to the estimations of the Job Centre of
County BAZ approximately 30% of the registered unemployed, which means more
than 15.000 persons, are of Gypsy origin but a layer of similar size did not get into
or fell out of the unemployment registration.
97% of those who had work places were employees while only 3% of them worked
in enterprises. Projecting this rate to the total number of those who were questioned,
it decreases to 15.6% employees and 0.5% entrepreneurs. As the chart shows 84%
of the informants did not have any employment at the time of data collecting.

Chari 1: Proportion a! stales at present

Global rates of economic activity can be tuned if we overview the peculiari
ties concerning sex and marital status. While women and men occurred in the
same proportion in the sample men indicated almost three times greater eco
nomic activity than women: while men take part in the categories of employee
and entrepreneur at a rate of 24% of the total, women are represented only in
the employee category and with just 8%. The inactivity rate of women is out
standingly high: 92%. "Retirement" of Roma women from the labour market and from the school desk - into the household is strongly related to whether
they have children and how many children do they raise. Single women are
active workers at a relatively high (at least above the average of Roma popula
tion) 20% rate. When they get married and have children, the rate of their activ11Kacser, Ferenc: Lehet?segek a cigany lakossag munkaertpiaci integraciojara a Borsod-AbaujZemplen megyei tapaszlalalok alapjan - December 1999 [Possibilities inlegration of the Gypsy poiulion on ihe labour market].
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ity radically decreases (6.5%). 16.8% of the single men are active workers the
rate of Ihe married men working is higher - 25.4%. Inactive men primarily
belong lo the category of registered unemployed, while women usually belong
to the category of inactive without any labour relationship, which typically cov
ers the category of housewife.
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Figure 2: Proportions of economic status ol women

When examining correlations between age and status we find that no deter
mining correlation can be identified. All economic states are present in each
age groups accept for the entrepreneur. This is present at a very low proportion
and the generation in their late twenties, early thirties constitute the basis of
entrepreneurs. Basically the same tendency can be identified at each age
group: low proportion of employment, hardly any or no existing entrepreneurship, relatively high rate of registered unemployment and a similar level of inac
tive state without any labour relation.
It is generally true that concerning the area of County BAZ Gypsy people live
all around the area. But there are major differences between minor regions:
Gypsies had settled primarily around industrial and heavy industrial centres and
in [heir agglomeration area which offer job opportunities: near or inside Ozd,
Putnok, Edeleny, Szendrd, Miskolc, Kazincbarcika and Szikszd. Accordingly,
while in the areas of Edeleny, Ozd-Putnok and Szikszo the proportion of the
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Roma population is almost 20%; 10% proportion of Roma population live in the
areas of Mezokovesd and Tiszaujvaros. Minor regions of Sarospatak,
Satoraljaujhely, Szerencs, Kazincbarcika and Miskolc with its agglomeration
area represent medium density of Gypsy population at rates between 10-15%.
With this knowledge the proportion of active workers presents a more complex
picture. The county average is 16% from which the Tiszaujvaros minor region
differs in a positive direction and this is the region where the Roma population
has the highest economic activity rate. This is approached by the data of Ozd
and Satoraljaujhely but even these constitute only 10-10% of active Roma pop
ulation. Economic activity is the lowest in Szikszo with 6.1%.

Figure 3: Distribution ol economic activity in minor regions in County BAZ

Realising the large extent of inactivity it is advisable to examine the econom
ic status of the spouse of the questioned. (Remark: these data referred to mar
ried people in 80%, above that lack of data was hardly experienced.) The 80%
of those who were asked claimed to be married or to be living in permanent
cohabitation. (Remark: all cohabitation was enlisted into this category.) Divorce
was represented at rates of tenths of percent and the category of widow or wid
ower was indicated at the same low levels.
Frequency distribution of economic activity of the spouse unambiguously
indicated the outstanding dominance of inactivity. Hardly 15% of those asked
claimed their spouse to be active economically which meant being employed;
while unemployment and other reasons for inactivity were present over 40-40%,
in total at more than 80%. It is typical that economically active spouses in
employment are represented at very low rates in any category. Inactivity
approaches or even exceeds 80% similar to the results of the informants.
In our sample mostly those spouses were employed where the informant con
sidered themselves to belong to the category of unemployed. It can also be
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noticed that the proportion of households where both the informant and the
spouse are employed is very low; it is relevant for only 2.1% of the married cou
ples! In all categories of state the unemployed or inactive in any other ways is
over represented. 25% of the total number of informants replied that neither they
nor the spouse are employed. It is true fo r more than 71% of the population that
none of the partners living in one household has employment, while in case of
hardly more than 26% of the households at least one of the partners has some
kind of an employment. (The standard of living of the households is greatly deter
mined by the number of children. 78.5% of the households of the informants
raise children: 1-2 children in 38.4% while 3 or more children in 44.4 %.)
The size and type of the settlement had less influence on economic activity
than expected to such an extent that the registered and unregistered unem
ployed can be found at almost the same rales in the case of any settlement
type. The only outstanding difference can be spoiled at a higher representation
rate of the employment state of the Roma living in towns: the rate of all workers
is 5-6% higher than that of in minor settlements.
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Chart 2: Distribulion of presenl stales according lo types ol settlements

We examined whether there was any correlation between the economic sta
tus of the spouse and types of settlements: we found lhat the rate of unemploy
ment is high in the case of villages with over 1800 inhabitants and the inactive
are also over represented while the urban habitat can have a positive impact on
the acquisition of employment.
Location of Residence
The most visual symptoms of the Roma population's status and poverty are the
conditions of their housing. The number of Ihose living in colonies decreased
considerably at the national level as compared with 1971: 65% of the Roma
used lo live in separate colonies in 1971 while in 1994 only 13.7% of them did.
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This is (he result of several factors: rising of living standards and employment
rates of Roma people contributed to this process from the middle of the 1970s but programmes to liquidate colonies and the related opportunities for loans
on preferential terms accelerated il significantly. It is a commonly known fact
that circumstances of housing i.e.the type and urbanizational level of the given
settlement, the size and state of Ihe residence as well as the question whether
the given Roma household is living among segregated circumstances have an
essential impact on chances in acquiring a higher level of education and better
job opportunities.
It is a general tendency that the rate of Roma living in the outskirts of settle
ments decreased and living in the interior of settlements increased. The 1994
research examined the rate to which Roma families live in the neighbourhood
of the informants. The received dala indicated that almost 60% of the Roma
families are located in a segregated area.
Living in segregation i.e. whether in the interior or outskirts of a settlement
had an equally important impact on the economic activity. Examining the loca
tion of residences in County BAZ we found that 84% of Roma live in Ihe interi
or of settlements but 16% living in the outskirts seems to be still an excessive
ly high rate. We cannot conclude whether being segregated at the outskirts has
any relation to ethnic identity.
Here again it is worth examining the relations of the minor regions.
Segregation can be found in any settlement - but to a differing extent. The rate
of segregation is lower than 20% in Miskolc and Kazincbarcika; in the
Sarospatak region is outstandingly high with 80% (the average rale of segrega
tion is 40% in County BAZ).
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The distance of outskirts from the centre
Regional examinations suggest that more than half of Ihe Roma live in segre
gation in three minor regions (Edeleny, Sarospalak, Satoraljaujhely) out of
which the Sarospatak region emerges with 83.6% of segregation. The rate is
the lowest in the area of Miskolc and Kazincbarcika.
Approach of the homes shows a complex pattern too (Chart 3). Hardly more
than 60% of homes of can be approached on paved roads and 11% on dirt roads.
Finally when examining the relationship between the settlement and the eco
nomic status the following characteristics are found: although the number and
rate of entrepreneurs is very low in the sample represented by hardly 1 %, no
entrepreneur lives in the outskirts, living in the centre is typical of them. Not
even in the case of the unemployed o r unwaged in any other way can any
strong correlation be found between the present state and the location of the
residence in the outskirts.
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Figure 5: Correlalions between the location ol homes and present slates among all Ihe informanls

Among all informants those who live in interior areas and are not employed
in any way with 33.4% provide the greatest proportion of presence and they
are followed by 30.9% of those who live in the centre and are registered unem
ployed. However, living in the outskirts shows high rales in the case of both
groups too.
According to the census data of 1990 and 2001 almost 60% of the Roma eth
nics live in residences without modern conveniences while in Ihe case of the
total population this rate is only 15.7%. 74.1% of the total population of the
country live at least In residences with the minimum of modern conveniences
while this rate is only 22% in the case o f Gypsies.
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Chari 2: Dislribulion of present slates according to typos of settlements

The comforl level of residences is also varied as opposed to the settlement
data - where the housing circumstances of those who belong to the majority
society is recorded - we find inferior housing in the possession of Roma. 63%
of the Roma residences do not have a separate bathroom, 65% do not have an
inside toilet, 3.6% do not have wired electricity, 53.6% do not have running
water, 88% lack ducted gas and 35.5% even cylinder gas.
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Figure 6: Comfort status Of Hats

Exploring the Reasons:
Until 1992 changes lo the labour market were strongly related to economic
reform, which was linked to the regime change. Unemployment then affected a
relatively homogeneous group: those who were handicapped in all aspects.
They were employees of the former socialist heavy industry, with low levels of
education, unskilled or young entrants to the profession. Census data of 1990
and the 1993 data of the United System of Population Data Gathering, as well
as representative survey data indicated high rates of Gypsy unemployment. The
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low proportion of active workers and th e high rates of dependants are charac
teristic among Gypsies.'
It was in County BAZ at 25.3% the highest proportion of lack of data and
refusal to answer
to the question: why do not you have an employment almost 20% answered
that they have never had a job, 17.3% replied that his company closed down,
because of the economic recession o f Ihe region, nearly 10% were made
redundant and dismissed and 5.1% quitted their job in County BAZ. The cate
gory of ''other" also turned out to represent a fairly high rate of more than 23%.
Those who did nol stay at work after the test period or did not prolong their
employment and was also chosen by those who make a living exclusively from
taking occasional jobs.

W hy do n o t y o u h a v * a Job7
□ Has new* had a job
20%

(
W
M
\y

discontinued
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1 ____

5%

,0%
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■ Other
□ C'S not rtply

Figure 7. Why do not you have employment?

Correlation of these variables with the ones of: Are you looking for a job?
Gave the following results: there is far less willingness (or work among those
who have never had a job lhan among those who have already had a job but it
was discontinued for some reason or th e persons have been dismissed (Fig. 7).
Those, who have never had been employed or are without employment for other
reasons, have replied that they are not looking for a job in Ihe greatest propor
tion. In the case of variables examined the lack of data rate was between 1.5%
and 9% but in this particular question it was 25%. Considering those who
replied to be 100%, 29.1% replied that they are nol looking for a job.
Willingness to look for a job can be seen in the case of Ihe group “his com
pany discontinued" followed by the group who "have never had a job" and by

' Hablicsek, Laszld: A rama nepesseg demografiai jellomzfii, kiserleli eldreszSmilasa 205O-ig
[The denographic characteristics ol the Roma population). KSH Nepessegtudomanyi Intezete, 1999.
[Central Office for Statistics]
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the percentage of those who “have been dismissed". A relatively high rate was
found in the variable of “does not look for a job", but the extreme rate of lack of
data has to be emphasised.The greatest proportion in this category is of those,
who have never had a job or lost it in any other way.
We were searching for a reply to the question in what way the number of items
in our sample is relevant to the assumed population. Examining the reasons for
not looking for a job made the establishment of the following rates possible.
It is obvious that a lack of expertise or skill is the most frequent reason while
the second is making ends meet from social benefits and Ihe approach to give up
finding a job. Incapabilily to commute from the settlement presents similar rates.
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Chart A: Why do not you look for a job?

Correspondence between Schooling and
Economic Status

Determining

Factors of

Human resources or capital has had increasing significance at the labour mar
ket since the regime-change. According to human capital theories one learns
because later it will return in benefits. Thus higher-level school education theo
retically is accompanied by major advantages but in many cases it can only
been felt later. One of the main social mobility channels is education and it has
an increasing role in the distribution of jobs as well as determining wages."
Education is one of the most important indicators concerning the chances on
the labour market; it is a commonly known fact that higher-level education has
the greatest value. Beside Ihe ones with a degree, those who have qualifica
tions linked to school-leaving examination have the best chances to find a job,
there very little demand for those who have skilled worker qualification, and
those who completed only primary school studies have hardly any chance.
It is an essential problem in the county that the need and opportunities for
labour-force of lower qualification is extremely low as compared to the demands
of 30-40 thousand lower educated unemployed not exclusively of the Gypsy
people.*

* Lisko, Ilona: A cigany gyerekek szakkGpzesSnek lamogalasa [Supporting the vocational Iram.ng
ol Gypsy children]. In: Ciganyok es iskola [Gypsies and school], Educatio Fuzelek 3, 1996.
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Our major hypothesis was that economic aclivity/inactivity is in interaction
with education. Distribution of school qualification: with very low percent (0.4%)
of inaccuracy we can say that replies to the questions "incomplete primary
school1' and "completed primary school" are over represented togelher by
approximately 80% of the replies. Only qualifications gained in vocational train
ing institutes exceed 10%. Because of the inappropriacy of the questionnaire
we cannot find an answer to the question whether Roma of County BAZ are
present, and if yes in what proportion after completed secondary school stud
ies, in higher education.

Education
□Incomplete primary

school
■ Completed primary

□ Secondary
grammar school
□ Vocational ichooi

■Vocational
secondaty school

F.gure B Education among the Roma o l Borsoc

Although rales improved in the sphere of completion of primary school no
measures of improvement can be felt in higher levels of education. The distance
between Gypsy and non-Gypsy increased concerning further education and
admittance to secondary school. One of the three school-types, vocational
school opened up for the Roma. School success is determined by the circum
stances among which and where the Gypsy student lives. The degree of urban
isation in the given settlement and the extent of segregation are serious influ
ential faclors in the Romas' completion of primary school. Those Romas have
the best chance to complete primary school or any secondary school who live
in towns (for whom educational institutions are in available distance) but not
those who live segregated (that is without the chance for normal life, lacking of
infrastructure and basic facilities). Locations in tiny villages and in segregation
are major hindering factors.
The correlation becomes more interesting when examining the question "Do
you want to learn in order to get a job?” In this case too the lack of data was
very high (28%). Following the earlier patlern 28% replied no and 45% replied
yes (Fig. 14.). If we intend to examine the relation between the level of school
education and the desire to learn we can see that the proportion of the ones
who have completed primary school the wish to learn is significantly high and
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it appears at the same high proportion among those who have completed voca
tional schools (Chart 5.)
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Chart 5: Relations between oompleled education and Ihe variable ol wishing to learn <n order lo get a job

Replies to the question where they wanted to learn indicated the following
frequency pattern: most of them wanted to find a job by the help of education
directed by a vocational institute or in the retraining schools of Job Centres.
Representation of the wish to learn in secondary school was far less frequent.
These indicate Ihe relation of Romas to their chances of breaking away and the
possible mobilisation channels as well as (heir preference concerning the
results of the education type,
As for the spouses we could examine to what extent does education influ
ence the labour market positions and we found that they are in significant inter
action: the most frequent is the completed or incomplete primary school educa
tion. Significantly more seldom can completed vocational or vocational second
ary school be found. Higher-level education or university degree did not occur
among the informants or among Iheir spouses.
If we approach this issue from the point oF view what kind of economic sta
tus is the result of a given level of education the following are the results: the
lower the level of education of the spouse of Ihe informant, the more likely they
are not employed (Fig. 9). We find the first higher rale of economic activity in the
case of those who have vocational school certificates and it increased in Ihe
case of those who completed vocational secondary school. If we keep in mind
that the total indicator of inactivity considerably exceeds 50%, it reflects to a far
worse proportion than that of the majority society.
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Figure 9: Correlations between the level ol education and economic stalus o l spouses

The correlation can be described by the help of correlation coefficient:
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Chart 6: Correlations between educational layers and recenl status

The greater proportion of Roma are found without completing primary
schools the more likely the proportion o f active workers will be lower, while the
greater is the proportion of those Roma who have completed primary school
the more likely the proportion of active workers wilt be higher. The greater the
proportion of those in a household who are inactive the more likely that the pro
portion of those who have not completed primary education is higher and this
is relevant for the economic status and employment primarily of women, in
agreement to our earlier experience.
Indicators of educational level and economic activity:
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Significant difference can be spoiled between Ihose who have not complet
ed primary school and those who have and who have completed secondary
school. We can find unemployed or in other way inactive people in a greater pro
portion among those with incomplete primary education than among those who
have completed secondary education in the case of the sharpest difference, but
if we examined only the unemployment variable we could come to the conclu
sion that the rate of unemployment decreased to a minor extent depending on
education but the active worker variable indicated major increase. It is a disad
vantageous situation, that the proportion of those who have completed second
ary school is fairly low among the Roma population.
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Chart 8: Comparison of correlations between slalus layers and education layers in respecl of sex

In case we include the variable of sex in our analysis we can find one of the
fundamental relations of Roma society; education - activity - strongly correlates
to the sex variables.
The more educated the men, to a greater rate are they active workers while
at the same lime they are unemployed to a smaller rale. The correlation can be
revealed in case of women too that their education facilitates activity but in spite
of if they mostly slill belong to the group of inactive people.
The point where the Roma are thought/imagined to be able to brake away
from the vicious circle is education, but it is not suitable for the majorily of them
because they believe that it does not foster their children to gel a secure job. It
is worth to touch upon what the informants think about how the recent school
system could achieve better results.
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Chari 9: Chances lo achieve better results

As the chart indicates we can examine this variable at 40% of lack of data.
Ignoring this lack the support for mixed classes is outstandingly high as well as the
wish that the teachers should devote more time to children. Employment of Roma
teachers or boarding schools appears at low rates; 5.8% and 1.1%, It is notewor
thy that beside the outstandingly high percentage of support for mixed classes, at
a very low percentage there still appears the wish for the setting up of exclusively
Roma classes.
Conclusion:
As a result of the reform of the structure of economy the Roma were facing a
contradictory situation in Hungary. Their social standards are fundamentally
determined by the economic status of the members of the household.
As we could see in the analysis of County BAZ Ihe Roma -who live in segre
gated outskirts - are in the most disadvantageous situation. The rale of living in
outskirts is not as high as it was in earlier decades but the development level of
this area is necessarily lower than that of the central areas. This segregation
had an impact both on economic activity and education.
The type of Ihe settlement does also influence the outcome of the examined
correlations though to a lesser extent. Urban or more urbanised areas better
facilitate finding employment or become an entrepreneur. Regional unequafities
have an impact on employment rales in other ways too. Unemployment rate is
outstandingly high in the North Hungarian region and in the examined County
BAZ. Employment rates of Roma minority differ in minor regional areas.
Economic activity is mostly determined by education depending on the
examined variables. According to human capital theories one learns because
later it returns. Roma families are interested in education since the higher level
they achieve Ihe higher are the available salaries. They are also more interest
ed in active employment facilitated by education than in inactivity. Having seen
the extremely high inactivity rate which has smitten the Roma of County BAZ,
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part of them have already realised that raising the level of education is a means
of their braking out and they demand more help for their children from the
school, the majority society, teachers, self-governments and other civil organi
sations. Although rates of completing primary school have improved, higher lev
els of education have not shown any improvements in the case of the Roma.
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Determinants of the Regulation
of Regional Development in Romania1
I accept that the issue ol regional development is primarily an economic and
political problem. In Romania ■ owing to the complex realities of political culture
- legal and administrative approach is of equal imporlance because there are
considerable tensions between political concepts and the minimum of compro
mise necessary to the actual operation of the system has not (yet) emerged. No
prudent and modern legal regulation can be formed and introduced for the lack
of minimal compromise.
When determining the characteristics of Romanian regional developments, in
addition to the requirements of European integration Ihe ideological framework
appears to be at least of the same importance and determines legal regulation.
In ihe present study these two aspects will be in the focus and not the require
ments of European integration.'

I. The Ideological Framework: the Doctrine of the Unitary State
1. Emil Cernea and the Autonomous Hungarian Province
In his study Traditions of the Romanian Regional Administration3 in the 2003/1
volume of the Romanian Public Law Review1professor Emil Cernea, legal hisJ The author is a iurisl, lull-lime lecturer ol Sapienlia - Transylvanian Hungarian University ol
Sciences and pari lime lecturer at Babe'-Bolyat University he is also PhD studenl or Ihe University
ol Pecs on the Faculty o l Law
' Manuscripl completed on 7lh November 2004.
• My sphere ot research is stale-structure and within that primarily Ihe organisation and operalon ol
executed power The issue ol regional development is imporlanl for me irom this conslilulional, adminisIrative and economic legal aspects: Ihe centralisation, adminislralive system ot administrative organisa
tions. vertical share of power, economic role and decisions ol both stale and self-government are ot my
interest I have attempted to deal wilh Romanian regional development Irom a legal approach several
limes. Our study which overviews the Romanian regional development: Horvalh, R. - Veress, E. (2003):
Regionalis polilika es leruletfejlesztes Romaniaban, In Magyar Kisebbseg, t, pp. 3-31 , concerning ihe
critique of Ihe first regional development law: Veress, E. (2003a): A regionalis lejlesztes aktualis probtemai, in Romania! Magyar Jogtudomdnyi Kozlony. 2 (July - December), pp. 19-25. From ihe aspocl ol
European inlegralion see: Veress, E. (2003b): Az alkolinanymodosilas Id iranyai. in: Romania
Alkotmanya. A bevezelol (rta Varga Attila es Veress Emod. Kolozsvar, Onkormanyzali Menedzsmenterl
Alapilvany, 36; Fdbran, Gy.-Veress. E. (2003): Alkotmanymodosilas Romaniaban es az europai inlegra-
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